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From: "bmj.permissions" <bmj.permissions@bmj.com>
Subject: Re: Permission to reproduce figure
Date: 14 May 2019 at 08:28:15 BST
To: Alexandra Freeman <af621@cam.ac.uk>
Dear Alex
Thank you for your email. BMJ is able to licence this content and therefore you are free
to reuse it in another BMJ journal. Please ensure the material is attributed to the original
author.
Best wishes
Laura
On Wed, 8 May 2019 at 13:02, Alexandra Freeman <af621@cam.ac.uk> wrote:
Hi. I am submitting an article (commissioned review) to Drugs & Therapeutics Bulletin
and would like to reuse a figure from a Letter to BMJ:
Smith AF. Discussion of risk pervades doctor-patient
communication. BMJ 2002;325:548. doi:https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.325.7363.548
Could you let me know how to obtain permission, please (I see it may have originally be
published in another journal).
Thank you,
Alex
***************************************
Dr Alexandra Freeman
Executive Director
Winton Centre for Risk & Evidence Communication,
Centre for Mathematical Sciences,
Wilberforce Road,
Cambridge CB3 0WA
UK
+44 (0)7712 431527
***************************************
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